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Abstract— System level performance analysis techniques play an
important role in the design process of complex embedded systems. They allow to analyze essential characteristics of a system
design in an early design stage and support therewith the choice of
important design decisions. While analytical methods for system
level performance analysis lead to hard bounded analysis results,
the obtained results are often overly pessimistic due to a lack of details such analytical methods can incorporate in their system analysis. To overcome this problem, we present new abstract models
for event streams and system components of embedded systems,
and show how these models can be combined to modules for modular performance analysis. With the presented models, we can
capture complex functional properties of systems, as for example
caches, variable resource demand of events in an event stream,
or arbitrary up- and down-sampling of event streams in a system
component. The applicability of our models and their advantages
over traditional models for performance analysis are shown in a
case study of a system component with LRU (Least Recently Used)
cache.
I. I NTRODUCTION
Complex real-time embedded systems are often comprised of a
combination of different hardware and software components that are
triggered by incoming event streams and that communicate via some
communication network. Such systems are often integrated as a System on Chip (SoC) and many alternatives for partitioning, allocation
and binding lead to a large design space.
During the system level design process of such a complex system, a
designer is typically faced with the questions whether the system-level
timing properties of a certain implementation will meet the design
requirements, what the different bus utilizations will be, which bus
or processor acts as a bottleneck or what the memory requirements
will be. One of the major challenges in the design process is therefore
to analyze these essential characteristics of system in an early design
stage, to support the choice of important design decisions before much
time must be invested in detailed implementations.
Obtaining tight results for the above mentioned characteristics of a
system design is not only difficult because of the heterogeneity and
complexity of the complete system, but also because of the possibly complex behaviors of single components in the system. Different
events may arrive on incoming event streams of a component and they
may create different resource demands depending on their event type,
see e.g. [6]. And moreover, the resource demand an event creates in
a component may not only depend on its type, but also on the internal
state of the component, for example due to caching effects.
Currently, the analysis of such complex and heterogeneous systems
is mainly based on simulation, using for example SystemC, or trace
based simulation as in [10]. These techniques allow modeling of complex systems and complex component behaviors in any level of detail.
However, in terms of completeness, simulation based approaches do
not allow to get worst-case results, because any concrete simulationrun can in general not guarantee to cover all corner cases. But most of
all, simulation often suffers from long run-times and from a high setup effort for each new architecture and mapping to be analyzed and is
therefore not well suited for performance analysis in an early design

stage.
In contrast to simulation, formal analytical methods allow to obtain the hard bounded results that are needed for the analysis of hard
real-time systems. A well-known technique to model real-time components are Timed Automata [1]. In [5] it was shown that timed automata can be used as task models for event-driven systems and that
the schedulability problem in such a model can be transformed to a
reachability problem for timed automata and is thus decidable. While
we could model complex component behaviors in any detail using this
technique, the limitation to synchronous communication in timed automata would require to explicitly model buffers in a stream based
application with asynchronous communication. This however would
usually turn the analysis effort for a complete system to be prohibitive.
On the other hand, powerful abstractions have been developed in
the domain of communication networks, to model flow of data through
a network. In particular the theoretical framework called Network
Calculus [9] provides a means to deterministically reason about timing properties of data flows in queueing networks. Real-Time Calculus [14] extends the basic concepts of Network Calculus to the domain of real-time embedded systems and in [2] a unifying approach to
system level performance analysis with Real-Time Calculus has been
proposed. It is based on a general event model, allows for hierarchical
scheduling and arbitration, and can take computation and communication resources into account. But the models used in this framework
cannot take into account the complex behaviors of single system components. Instead, a component is characterized only by the largest
possible worst-case execution time (WCET) and the smallest possible
best-case execution time (BCET) any event could have. While this
framework can be used for hard real-time analysis of a system, it will
in often lead to overly pessimistic results and therefore to unnecessary
expensive system designs.
Another analytical method for system level performance analysis
was proposed in [13] and is based on classical scheduling results from
hard real-time system design. This method uses a number of well
known abstractions of the timing behavior of event streams and provides additional interfaces between them. But this method also suffers
from overly pessimistic results as complex system behaviors are not
taken into account.
Recently, some methods were presented, which try to address this
problem at least partially. In [7], a performance analysis technique
was proposed that uses system contexts to improve the analysis results.
The system contexts represent various kinds of correlations in task
execution sequences within a system component and it was shown that
exploiting knowledge about the structure of correlated event streams
may result in improved analysis results. However, the methods and
models described in [7] are confined to particular problem instances
and cannot be applied in a general context.
In [15], type rate curves were proposed as an abstract model for
event streams. Type rate curves can capture information of possible
correlations and dependencies between the different event types on an
event stream by bounding the number of occurrences of certain event
types in an event stream sequence of given length. This model was
used for system level performance analysis and it was shown that it
may result in improved analysis results. However, this model cannot
capture information about explicit event sequences or system components. For example, it is not possible to capture behaviors of sys-

tem components that depend on the internal state of a component,
like caching. Therefore, the analysis results are often still overly pessimistic.

Contributions
• We present new models for event streams and functional system components of embedded real-time systems, that allow to
capture abstract properties that enable improved performance
analysis.

system. In Sect. IV, we then show how to build modules using these
models. And finally, in Sect. V we show how to compose the obtained
modules to an abstract model of a complete system and how to analyze
this system model.
III. A BSTRACT E LEMENT M ODELS

A. Event Stream Model

• We show methods how these models can be combined to modules and how the captured information can therewith be incorporated into modular system level performance analysis. With
the presented models and methods, we can capture for example caches, complex resource demand dependencies of different event types in an event stream, or arbitrary up- and downsampling of event streams in a system component.

In an event stream, every event has a time when it occurs. Moreover, we define a number of different event types for all events in an
event stream. We introduce this distinction into different event types
because in our system model the activities and resource demand created by an event will depend on its event type.
We capture the abstract timing information of an event stream using
the concept of upper and lower arrival curves [4].

• We show the applicability of the presented models and methods in a case study with a system component with an internal
LRU cache. The analysis results for typical design problems
obtained using the presented models are considerably improved
compared to the results obtained using existing methods. The
improvements thereby stem from the ability of the presented
models and methods to capture the internal LRU cache and to
incorporate it into the performance analysis.

D EFINITION 1 (A RRIVAL C URVES ). Let R[s, t) denote the number of events that arrive on an event stream in the time interval [s, t).
Then, R, ᾱu and ᾱl are related to each other by the following inequality

II. M ODULAR P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS
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Fig. 1. Elements of modular performance analysis and methods to
obtain them.
Figure 1 shows the overview of an approach to modular system
level performance analysis of embedded systems. In a first step, appropriate abstract models for the environment, the architecture as well
as the functional components must be defined. These models must be
able to capture the properties of the different system elements such
that they can be used for analytic performance analysis. Further, we
need methods to extract the properties of the different system elements
into these models. We may get the needed information for example
from formal specifications, data sheets, or simulation and traces. Note,
in case we extract the models from simulation and traces, the performance analysis does not guarantee hard-real time results anymore, but
the obtained results may still be of interest for the analysis of soft
real-time systems.
After obtaining abstract models for all system elements, we need to
build modules that define the interaction of the different element models and that can be composed to build an abstract model of the complete system. And finally, we need analysis methods that can be used
to analyze the abstract system model and that deliver as tight results
as possible for the essential characteristics of the concrete system.
The following sections define all elements and methods in Fig. 1 as
needed for our proposed performance analysis. In Sect. III, we define
abstract models for event streams which describe the system environment, for resource units which describe architectural elements as well
as for functional units which describe the functional components of a

ᾱl (t − s) ≤ R[s, t) ≤ ᾱu (t − s), ∀s < t

(1)

where ᾱ (0) = ᾱ (0) = 0.
l

u

The timing information of standard event models like periodic, periodic with jitter, periodic with bursts, sporadic or of any event stream
with a known timing behavior can be represented by an appropriate
choice of ᾱu and ᾱl [2]. Moreover it is also possible to determine the
values of ᾱu and ᾱl corresponding to any given finite length arbitrary
event trace, obtained for example from observation or simulation.
Additionally, we model the functional information, i.e. the information of possible event type sequences, of an event stream by a
state-transition graph whose transitions are labeled with symbols corresponding to the different event types occurring on the event stream.
D EFINITION 2 (E VENT AUTOMATON ). An event automaton Fσ
is a tuple (S, S 0 , Σ, T ), where S is a set of states, S 0 ⊆ S is a set of
initial states, Σ is a set of event types, and T ⊆ S × Σ × S is a set of
σ
→ s then an
transitions. The system starts in an initial state, and if s −
event σ may occur on the event stream, leading to a state change from
s to s .
The functional information of an event stream may be obtained
from a formal specification of the event stream, or sometimes it may
also be possible to discover sequence patterns in a finite length event
trace, which can then be extracted into an event automaton.
When we are given the above presented model of an event stream,
described by ᾱu , ᾱl and Fσ , we know that in any time interval of
length ∆, at least ᾱu (∆) and at most ᾱl (∆) number of events arrive
on the stream and that the possible sequences of arriving events is
limited to valid runs of given length in the event automaton Fσ .
E XAMPLE 1. Figure 2 shows the abstract model of an event stream.
From the arrival curves (left), we see that the stream can be modeled
as having a period p = 1ms and a jitter j = 400µs, while from the
event automaton (right) we know that there may arrive three different
types of events, a, b and c, in an order restricted by the automaton.
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Fig. 2. An abstract event stream. The initial state of Fσ is marked
with an asterisk.

B. Resource Model
We characterize the capabilities of a resource using lower and upper
service curves β l and β u [9].
D EFINITION 3 (S ERVICE C URVES ). Let C[s, t) denote the number of processing or communication units available from a resource
over the time interval [s, t), then the inequality
β l (t − s) ≤ C[s, t) ≤ β u (t − s), ∀s < t

(2)

holds, where again β (0) = β (0) = 0..
l

u

The service curves of a resource can be determined using data sheets,
using analytically derived properties or by using measurements. For
example, in the simplest case of an unloaded processor, both the upper
and the lower resource curves are equal and are represented by straight
lines β u (∆) = β l (∆) = f · ∆, where f equals the processor speed,
i.e. the number of available processing cycles per time unit. We may
also model communication resources, where the service curves bound
the amount of transmittable bits in a given time interval.

Initially the cache is empty. Whenever an event a or b arrives and
the correct program code is not available in the cache, the code is
loaded into the cache and the event is then processed. This generates
a resource demand of 10’000 and 15’000 cycles for an event a and b
respectively. If the program code is already in the cache, both events
a and b generate a resource demand of 5’000 cycles.
The program code to process event c cannot be loaded into the
cache. An arriving event c always generates a resource demand of
at least 3’000 and at most 20’000 cycles. Additionally, the output
generated during processing of an event c depends on the internal
state of the functional unit; the functional unit generates two events f
if it is in its initial state (up-sampling) and only one event g otherwise.
1
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C. Functional Unit Model
In our abstraction, an incoming event stream flows into a FIFO
buffer in front of a functional unit of an embedded system. The functional unit is then triggered by the different events of this buffered incoming event stream, generates different events on an outgoing event
stream and is restricted by the availability of resources. The type of
events generated on the outgoing event stream thereby depend on the
internal state of the functional unit and on the event types arriving on
the incoming event stream. We model a functional unit by a statetransition graph.
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Fig. 3. An abstract functional unit. The numbers of all resource
demands are given in 103 cycles.

IV. A BSTRACT S YSTEM M ODULES

Event Stream
Model

After defining abstract models for all system elements, we need to
D EFINITION 4 (F UNCTIONAL U NIT AUTOMATON ). A functional build abstract system modules using these models. To allow modular
unit automaton FU is a tuple (S, S 0 , ΣI , ΣO , D, T ), where S is a set
performance analysis, these modules must be composable.
of states, S 0 ⊆ S is a set of initial states, ΣI is the non-empty set of
Such an abstract module shall take an event stream model, a reaccepted incoming event types and ΣO is the non-empty set of genersource model and a functional unit model as input. To be composable,
ated outgoing event types. We then define two sets Σ∗I = ΣI ∪ ε and
the module shall then again have an event stream model and a reΣ∗O = ΣO ∪ ε, that equal the sets of incoming and outgoing event
source model as output. These output models describe the outgoing
types, both complemented with the empty event ε. Further, D is a
event stream and the remaining resources after processing the incomdemand function D : S × Σ∗I × Σ∗O × S → [Z+ , Z+ ]. This funcing event stream on the functional unit with the available resources.
tion determines the upper and lower bound of the resources needed
They can then be used as input to other modules, which enables a
by a functional unit in order to process an incoming event, genermodular system composition. We build such an abstract system modate an outgoing event and change its internal state. Finally, T ⊆
ule as depicted in Fig. 4 and we use Real-Time Calculus [14] for
S × Σ∗I × Z+ × Z+ × Σ∗O × S is a set of transitions.
performance analysis. Real-Time Calculus also builds the central part
of our abstract system module and relates the incoming arrival and
σI /[dl ,du ]/σO
service curves to the outgoing arrival and service curves, depicted by
The system starts in an initial state, and if s −−−−−−−−−→ s and
the block labeled RTC.
if the system is triggered by the incoming event σI , the functional unit
has a resource demand of at least dl and at most du resource units to
Resource
Unit Model
emit an event σO and change its state from s to s .
β
We can get the needed information to model a functional unit from
a formal specification of the unit or from data sheets. Moreover, it
α
α
α'
WLT
RTC
α'
may also be possible to obtain the information from program analysis
IWLT
of the functional unit.
γI
γO
Using the automaton FU allows us to capture the behavior of a
Fσ
Fσ'
FT
functional unit, and due to the empty event ε, we can also model any
kind of resampling and clustering (up-/down-sampling) in the functional unit. We may also model communication units such as buses,
FU
β'
where the resource demands express the communication size of difFunctional
Unit Model
ferent event types. In addition, the model allows to flexibly choose
the level of detail for every system component, such that single sysFig. 4. An abstract system module with abstract models as input and
tem components that seem to be critical for the performance of the
output and internal transformations.
complete system may be modeled very detailed, while others may be
modeled with less details. The simplest automaton FU would thereby
In our models, the service curves of the resource model give an uponly consist of a single state with a self-loop for every accepted event
per and lower bound on the resource capability of a resource, while
type.
the arrival curves of an event stream model give an upper and lower
bound on the number of arriving events over a given time interval. For
E XAMPLE 2. Figure 3 shows the abstract model of a simple functional unit with a LRU cache, which could for example process the
performance analysis, we are however not interested in the number
event stream in Fig. 2.
of arriving events, but rather in the maximum and minimum resource
The LRU cache of the modeled functional unit has one cache block
demand they create over a given time interval on a resource when
that can hold the program code to process either event a or event b.
processed by a functional unit. This information is contained in the

functional parts of an event stream model and a functional unit model.
We extract this information into so-called input and output workload
curves γI and γO [12], and we then use these workload curves for the
workload transformation WLT and the inverse workload transformation IWLT.
All transformations and relations in our abstract system module are
described in the following sections.

A. Functional Transformations (FT)
All functional transformations need the product automaton FP rod
of the incoming event stream automaton Fσ and the functional unit
automaton FU as a basis. The states of the product automaton are
0
as initial states, and
SP rod = Sσ ⊗ SU with SP0 rod = Sσ0 ⊗ SU
we have a transition between two states if either corresponding transitions with an equal event type σI existed in both the incoming event
automaton and the functional unit automaton (we say that the incoming event automaton and the functional unit automaton synchronize
on such transitions), or if a transition with an empty incoming event ε
existed in the functional unit automaton:
TP rod

=



σ /[d ,du ]/σ





∪{((u, v), σI , [dl , du ], σO , (u, v ))|


(v, σI , [dl , du ], σO , v ) ∈ TU ∧ σI = ε}

Since we only keep reachable states as well as synchronized transitions and transitions with empty events, the so-obtained product automaton is often considerably smaller than the ordinary automaton
product of the input event automaton and the functional unit automaton.
E XAMPLE 3. Figure 5 shows on the left side the product automaton FP rod of the event automaton Fσ from Example 1 and the functional unit automaton FU from Example 2. Note, the product automaton consists of only 5 states, since 7 states of the initial product are
not reachable.
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Then we need again to dispose of the empty events ε by applying
following rule:
σI /du1

d

σI /(du1 +du2 )

ε/du2

s −−−−−→ s −−−−→ s ⇒ s −−−−−−−−−→ s
We apply this rule recursively until no transitions with empty events ε
exist anymore. We then relabel the transitions of this automaton once
more:
σ /du

I
u
−
→
s
s −−−−→ s ⇒ s −

d

In the so obtained automaton, we interpret the resource demand du as
the weight of a transition. The value of the upper ingoing workload
curve γIu (e) equals then the weight wu (e) of the maximum-weight
path with length e in this automaton. Techniques to efficiently find
maximum-weight paths of any length in a weighted graph are described in [3] and [8].
For the the lower input workload curve γIl , we must follow the same
procedure as described above, but at the beginning we retain the lower
resource demand dl . The value of the lower ingoing workload curve
γIl (e) then equals the weight wl (e) of the minimum-weight path with
length e in the final automaton.
E XAMPLE 5. To obtain the automaton needed to compute the input workload curves from the product automaton, we again only need
to relabel the transitions of the product automaton. This time with the
upper or lower resource demand du or dl respectively. The maximumweight path analysis in this automaton will show that the event sequence b,a,b,c imposes the maximum workload on the processing unit.
Figure 6 shows the obtained input workload curves.
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We then need to dispose of all transitions with empty events ε. For
this, we apply the following rule to all outgoing transitions of state s ,
before removing the transition from s to s :
→ s −−O
→ s ⇒ s −−O
→ s
s−
σ

γ lI

50

I
l
−−−
−−−−O
→ s ⇒ s −−O
→ s
s −−

σ

We apply this rule recursively until no transitions with empty events ε
exist anymore, which leaves us with the output event automaton Fσ  .
E XAMPLE 4. To obtain the output event automaton from the product automaton in Example 3, we only need to relabel the transitions
with only the output event σO . The resulting output event automaton
is shown in Fig. 5 on the right. The topological structure of the output
event automaton and the product automaton are the same in this example, because there are no transitions with empty events present in
the product automaton.
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To obtain the output event automaton Fσ  from the product automaton FP rod , we first relabel the transitions in FP rod :
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Fig. 5. The product automaton FP rod of the Fσ from Example 1 and
FU from Example 2 (left), and the output event automaton Fσ  from
Example 4 (right).

A.1

Input Workload Curves

The upper and lower input workload curves of a module, denoted
by γIu (e) and γIl (e), bound the maximum and minimum resource demand that any event stream sequence of length e may create in the
module.
To compute the upper input workload curve γIu , we start from the
product automaton FP rod and first relabel the transitions:

{((u, v), σI , [dl , du ], σO , (u , v ))|
(u, σI , u ) ∈ Tσ ∧ (v, σI , [dl , du ], σO , v ) ∈ TU }
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Fig. 6. The input workload curves obtained from the product
automaton in Example 3.

A.3

Output Workload Curves

The inverse of the lower and upper output workload curves of a
l−1
u−1
module, denoted by γO
(r) and γO
(r), limit the maximum and
minimum number of events that may be produced on the output event
stream of a module if any r units of resources are available.
u
l
and γO
, we must follow
To obtain the output workload curves γO
a similar procedure as the one used to compute the input workload
curves. But during the first relabeling, we must retain the output event
σO instead of the input event σI . Further, to dispose of the empty
event ε, we must use the same transformation as we used to obtain the
output event automaton, where we however again keep the sum of the
resource demands as we did for the input workload curves.

B. Workload Transformations (WLT/IWLT)

βl

During the workload transformation WLT, we use the input workload curves γIu and γIl to transform the event based arrival curves ᾱu
and ᾱl into resource demand based arrival curves αu and αl , and during the inverse workload transformation IWLT on the other side, we
u
l
and γO
to
use the pseudo-inverse of the output workload curves γO
u
l
transform the outgoing resource based arrival curves α and α back


into event based arrival curves ᾱu and ᾱl :

αu

l

l

l

u

α (∆) = γI (ᾱ (∆))
l

ᾱ (∆) =

u

u

α (∆) = γI (ᾱ (∆))

u −1
l
γO (α (∆))

u

ᾱ

(∆) =

(3)

l −1
u
γO (α (∆))

(4)

C. Real-Time Calculus (RTC)
u

l

Given resource demand based arrival curves α and α and the service curves β u and β l , the outgoing resource based arrival curves αu


and αl and the remaining service curves β u and β l are related by
the following formulas [2]:
l

α (∆)

l

=

(∆)

l
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min{sup {
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inf

(5)
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{α (µ) + β (λ + ∆ − µ)}

λ>0 0≤µ<λ+∆
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β (∆)
β
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(∆)

Fig. 8. A graphical representation of delay an backlog obtained from
arrival and service curves.
These inequalities are used to compute the delay and backlog of an
event stream at every system module and we then sum these results to
obtain the delay experienced by an event at the complete system and
to compute the needed size of all buffers in the system.
VI. C ASE S TUDY
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max{ inf {β (λ) − α (λ)}, 0}
λ>∆

V. S YSTEM C OMPOSITION AND A NALYSIS
We may now combine the abstract modules that we defined in the
last section into a network. Together with the abstract models of all
resources, functional units and incoming event streams, we obtain an
abstract performance model of a complete system that can be used
for performance analysis. In this complete system, different scheduling policies on a resource can be expressed by the way we link and
distribute the abstract resources to the abstract modules [2].

In this case study, we demonstrate the advantage of using the presented functional models for modular performance analysis by giving
a simple example of a design problem. For the solutions of the problem, we firstly employ traditional worst case analysis, secondly performance analysis using type rate curves to model event streams, and
finally we use the new functional models for performance analysis.
We compare the results of the three different approaches to show the
gain resulting from the application of the new models.

A. Application Scenario
For our example design problem let us consider the functional unit
with LRU cache presented in Example 2. The model of this functional
unit is shown in Fig. 3. This functional unit runs on an unloaded
processor with a fixed processing capacity of 20·106 cycles per second
and must process the event stream presented in Example 1. The model
of this arriving event stream is shown in Fig. 2.

B. The Resource Demand Imposed by the Event Stream
E XAMPLE 6. Figure 7 shows the abstract performance model of
a system, where the events of two incoming event streams A and B
are first processed on a shared DSP, before being transmitted to two
separate buses Bus1 and Bus2. The linkage of the DSP resource with
the system modules corresponds to the usage of a preemptive fixed
priority scheduler on the DSP (see [2] for more details on scheduling).
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Fig. 7. A system composed of four modules.
We use Real-Time Calculus for performance analysis. In RealTime Calculus, the maximum delay experienced by an event at a system module, and the maximum number of backlogged resource demand from events of the stream that are waiting to be processed, can
be bounded by the following inequalities:
delay

≤



u
l
sup inf{τ ≥ 0 : α (t) ≤ β (t + τ )}

(9)

Before we can analyze the application scenario using Real-Time
Calculus, we must compute the maximum and minimum resource
based arrival curves αu and αl . These curves capture the maximum
and minimum resource demand imposed by the event stream on the
processing unit in any time interval.
In traditional worst case analysis, we have no means to exploit
functional information of the event stream or the functional unit, and
we must assume each arriving event to impose the maximum possible (minimum possible) resource demand (WCET/BCET) any event
could impose on the processing unit [11]. In our application, event c
has both the maximum and minimum possible resource demand. The
u
l
resulting arrival curves αW
CET and αW CET are shown in Fig. 9.
Type rate curves [15] model event streams by bounding the number of occurrences of every event type in an event stream sequence
of given length. This model allows to capture some possible correlations and dependencies between the different event types on an event
stream, but it is not possible to express information on valid event
sequences. Furthermore, type rate curves cannot capture any information about system components. In our example, we can therefore
not take into account the caching effects of the functional unit. The
arrival curves αTu RC and αTl RC resulting from an analysis with type
rate curves are also shown in Fig. 9.
In difference to the above analysis methods, the new functional
models allow to capture functional information of both the event stream
as well as the functional unit. This allows us to exploit the correlations
and dependencies between the different event types on the incoming
event stream as well as the caching effects of the functional unit. The
u
l
resulting arrival curves αF
M and αF M are shown in Fig. 9.

t≥0

backlog

≤

u

l

sup{α (t) − β (t)}
t≥0

(10)

C. Design Problems and Results
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Fig. 9. The continuous upper and lower bounds to the resource
demand imposed by the event stream on the processing unit in any
time interval, when analyzed using worst case analysis (WCET), type
rate curves (TRC) and functional models (FM).

VII. C ONCLUSIONS
We presented new abstract models for event streams and system
components of embedded hard real-time systems, and we showed how
these models can be combined to modules that can be used to abstractly model complete systems for analytic performance analysis.
With the presented models we can capture complex functional properties of a system, like caches, resource demand dependencies of different events in an event stream, and arbitrary up- and down-sampling of
event streams in a system component. The presented models allow to
flexibly choose the level of detail for every system component, such
that single system components that seem to be critical may be modeled
very detailed, while others may be modeled with less details. We have
shown the applicability of the presented models and methods in the
context of performance analysis of a system component with a LRU
cache, where a considerable improvement in the analysis of worst-case
performance results was achieved compared to conventional methods.
VIII. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

P ROBLEM 1. The maximum delay experienced by an event when
processed by our system must not be longer than 1ms. What is the
minimum processor frequency required to guarantee the processing of
the event stream under this condition? If we build the system with a
processor with this minimum processor frequency, how many percent
of the processing cycles are guaranteed to remain to process lower
priority tasks?
Using (9) with the different arrival curves shown in Fig. 9, we obtain the minimum lower service curve β l (∆) = fmin · ∆ and thus the
minimum required processor frequencies shown in the second column
of Table I. When we then compute the lower outgoing service curve

β l using the same arrival curves, we obtain the remaining processing
capacities shown in the third and fourth column of Table I.
TABLE I
R ESOURCE UTILIZATION ANALYSIS FOR P ROBLEM 1.
Guaranteed Remaining Proc. Capacity
fmin

Analysis Method
WCET
Type Rate Curves
Functional Models

250 MHz
219 MHz
219 MHz

fmin = 219 MHz
—
23.7 %
42.9 %

fmin = 250 MHz
20 %
33.3 %
50.0 %

From the results in Table I, we see that using functional models for
performance analysis, we firstly obtain tighter analysis results for the
minimum required processor frequency and moreover we can guarantee more free processing capacity for lower priority tasks than we
could with the other methods.
P ROBLEM 2. What is the minimum processor frequency required
to guarantee the processing of the arriving event stream if a buffer
with a finite size is available and if no requirements on the maximum
delay exist? What is then the upper bound to the maximum delay
experienced by an event on the event stream?
We choose the lower service curve β l (∆) = fmin · ∆ to be in
parallel with the tangent to the upper arrival curve αu with the smallest slope. According to (10), this ensures that there will never be an
infinite backlog. We then use (9) to obtain the maximum delay. The
analysis results are shown in Table II.
TABLE II
M IN PROC .

SPEED AND MAX DELAY ANALYSIS FOR
Analysis Method
WCET
Type Rate Curves
Functional Models

fmin
200 MHz
167 MHz
125 MHz

P ROBLEM 2.

dmax
1.4 ms
1.6 ms
2.2 ms

From the above analysis with functional models, we learn that if
we can allow slightly longer delays, we can choose a processor with a
considerably lower processing speed that is still guaranteed to process
the incoming event stream with finite buffers and a bounded maximum
delay.

The authors would like to thank Marcel Verhoef and the anonymous reviewers for their valuable comments that helped to improve
this paper.
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